Introduction {#s1}
============

The optimal light-use efficiency of photosynthesis depends on the optimal excitation of photosystems I and II. This arises from the need to balance linear (through PSII and PSI) and cyclic (around PSI) electron transport fluxes (yielding reduced ferredoxin and then NADPH) and their associated proton transport fluxes (yielding ATP synthesis) with the demands of metabolism and the activity of the Mehler reaction. In the case of C3 plants linear electron transport predominates under most circumstances. The stoichiometry of proton release into the thylakoid lumen that occurs together with linear electron transport, together with the 14/3 proton:ATP ratio expected for the chloroplast ATPase, results in an ATP/NADPH ratio of ∼1.28. This is close to the ATP/NADPH demand of 1.5 for CO~2~ fixation alone, and the demand of 1.75 for photorespiration alone \[[@BCJ-476-3295C1]\]. The shortfall in ATP is made up by alternative electron transport activity (cyclic electron transport and the Mehler reaction) and the low ATP/Fd demand of other reductive metabolic activities such as nitrite reduction, sulfate reduction, fatty acid biosynthesis, and the export of reducing power from the chloroplast. Maximally efficient linear electron transport depends on the balanced electron transport through the two photosystems; this will require, however, overexcitation of PSII relative to PSI as the quantum yield for electron transport by PSI is higher (∼0.99) than PSII (∼0.88; based on fluorescence data and accounting for the PSI fluorescence error in the determination of Fo and Fm \[[@BCJ-476-3295C2]\]). In the event that some of the ATP shortfall were to be made up from cyclic electron transport rather than pseudocyclic electron transport or the extra ATP arising from the activity of photosynthetic reduction processes (like nitrate reduction) with a low ATP/Fd demand, then overall excitation of PSI would need to be increased relative to that of PSII.

A further problem affecting the optimal operation of photosynthesis is that the two photosystems do not have an identical light absorption spectrum and spectral light-use efficiency \[[@BCJ-476-3295C3]\]. These differences arise from differences in the pigments and the binding of pigments in the two photosystems to which should be added the lower energy transfer to chlorophyll of carotenoids compared with that of chlorophyll to chlorophyll \[[@BCJ-476-3295C4]\]. Overall, it seems that at most photosynthetically active wavelengths there is an overexcitation of PSII relative to PSI. The spectrum of light incident on a leaf is not constant but highly variable due to, amongst other things, sun angle, weather, and intermittent shading by other leaves \[[@BCJ-476-3295C5]\]. It follows, therefore, that spectrum and changes in the spectrum has great potential to disrupt the balanced activities of PSI and PSII required for optimal linear electron transport.

Optimum light-use efficiency --- the optimal excitation of the two photosystems --- is critical in any situation where light is limiting, such as low irradiances. Maintaining this optimal excitation is, however, difficult because of the changing metabolic demands changing the need for cyclic electron transport, and changing the spectrum of the irradiance combined with the absorption and photophysical properties of the two photosystems. Plants possess mechanisms to balance, at least to some extent, photosystem excitation. These range from longer-term adjustments of photosystem ratio and composition to short-term adjustments in pigment-binding protein associations between the two photosystems. In the order of days, leaves acclimate to the growth spectrum by tuning the relative amounts of the photosystems and associated light-harvesting complexes \[[@BCJ-476-3295C6],[@BCJ-476-3295C7]\]. The long-term nature of this kind of adjustment is demonstrated by the 'memory' of leaves produced under a spectrum that preferentially excites PSI or PSII: leaves show a comparatively higher photosynthetic efficiency when exposed to an irradiance which, in terms of spectral composition and absorption by the photosystems, more closely matches that of the growth spectrum \[[@BCJ-476-3295C6]\].

State transitions represent a considerably faster excitation-balancing mechanism, operating over minutes in response to imbalances in electron transport through PSI and PSII. This reversible process is defined by two states --- 'state 1' and 'state 2' --- which reference one of two putative docking positions of a potentially mobile LHCII pool \[[@BCJ-476-3295C8]\]. The classical view of state transitions is that, in state 1, mobile LHCII becomes associated with PSII during periods of PSI overexcitation whereas in state 2 LHCII becomes associated with PSI during periods of PSII overexcitation with the redox state of the PQ pool being pivotal in the regulation of the state transition process \[[@BCJ-476-3295C9]\]. In accordance with this model, a state transition regulates the cross-sectional area of PSI and PSII in a reciprocal manner and helps restore balance by enhancing light capture by the rate-limiting photosystem whilst limiting light capture by the overexcited photosystem. Of the three LHCII apoproteins (viz. Lhcb1, Lhcb2, and Lhcb3), Lhcb1 and Lhcb2 can be phosphorylated in a process which requires the STN7 kinase in plants, and the Stt7 kinase in algae, which itself is believed to be activated by a reduced PQ pool \[[@BCJ-476-3295C10]\]. It is this phosphorylation of LHCII that induces mobility of a proportion of LHCII and results in state 2. A return to state 1 occurs when an oxidised PQ pool triggers dephosphorylation of Lhcb1 and Lhcb2 in a process that is less well understood, although the phosphatases TAP38 and PPH1 have been shown to play a role in this regard \[[@BCJ-476-3295C11],[@BCJ-476-3295C12]\]. A potential overcapacity of electron transport through PSII will result in the reduction in Q~A~, which will result in an increasing reduction in the PQ pool, potentially until the quantum yield of PSII decreases to bring actual electron transport activity into balance with that of PSI. A potential overcapacity of electron transport through PSI will result in oxidation of the intersystem electron transport chain, including the PQ pool, until the oxidation of P700 increases to the point where the quantum yield of PSI falls to match the flux of electrons from PSII and cyclic electron transport.

The biochemical reorganisation which occurs during a state transition is readily detectable in algae, cyanobacteria and higher plants using spectroscopic \[[@BCJ-476-3295C13]--[@BCJ-476-3295C15]\], photoacoustic (e.g. \[[@BCJ-476-3295C16]--[@BCJ-476-3295C19]\]) and proteomic methods \[[@BCJ-476-3295C9]\]. Chlorophyll fluorescence, for example, reveals distinct kinetics upon transition from state to the other \[[@BCJ-476-3295C20]\]. When state 1 leaves (i.e. fully adjusted to an overexcitation of PSI) are presented with so-called PSII light (light which over-excites PSII and induces a transition to state 2) fluorescence yield increases sharply and is gradually quenched until a new equilibrium in state 2 is achieved. Subsequently presenting state 2 acclimated leaves with PSI light (light which over-excites PSI) is met with a sharp decrease in fluorescence yield followed by a gradual increase in fluorescence yield to a new steady state as a return to state 1 occurs. The changes in PSII antennae size during state transitions can be estimated by changes in Fm and Fo between the two states \[[@BCJ-476-3295C20]\]. In the algae *Chlorella pyrenoidosa*, light absorption by PSII is reduced by an estimated 10% when in state 2 compared with state 1 \[[@BCJ-476-3295C13]\] and a similar reduction in 10--15% has been reported in the cyanobacteria *Nostoc muscorum* which was accompanied by an equivalent increase in PSI antennae size \[[@BCJ-476-3295C19]\]. Following a transition to state 2 in higher plants, decreases in PSII antennae size of 11% \[[@BCJ-476-3295C21]\] and 20% \[[@BCJ-476-3295C22]\] have been reported and an increase in PSI antennae size of 12% has been determined by 820 nm absorbance changes \[[@BCJ-476-3295C23]\].

The precise location of LHCII and its three trimers in state 1 and state 2 is, however, the subject of contrasting findings that do not match with the classical model. In isolated spinach chloroplasts, for example, mobile LHCII was attached to PSII in state 1 but was not associated with PSI in state 2 \[[@BCJ-476-3295C24]\]. Picosecond-fluorescence spectroscopy of the algae *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* showed that only a negligible amount of mobile LHCII docks with PSI \[[@BCJ-476-3295C25]\]. It has recently become possible to better purify PSI-LHCII complexes and, using this approach, mobile LHCII has been shown to be an intimate part of PSI rather than that of PSII as widely believed \[[@BCJ-476-3295C26]\]. Moreover, those authors showed that mobile LHCII is a very effective antenna for PSI in state 2. An alternative finding is that mobile LHCII serves as an antenna of both photosystems and this allows for acclimation to different growth light intensities simply by regulating the amount of LHCII \[[@BCJ-476-3295C27]\].

Whatever the precise points of attachment are for mobile LHCII in either of the states, the perceived role of state transitions as an acclimatory mechanism whose purpose is to alleviate, or at least partially alleviate, photosystem excitation imbalance has gained widespread acceptance based on current evidence \[[@BCJ-476-3295C9]\]. It is reasonable to predict that as state transitions act to optimise the balance of excitation of PSII and PSI, they ought also to positively influence the rate of CO~2~ assimilation and hence photosynthetic efficiency. In seminal work describing the phenomenon of a state transition, Bonaventura and Myers \[[@BCJ-476-3295C13]\] observed a relationship between state transitions and oxygen evolution in *C. pyrenoidosa*. Those authors observed an accompanying increase in oxygen evolution with similar kinetics to that of fluorescence yield which reveals a clear functional role for state transitions that is congruent with its effects at the level of electron transport. Arabidopsis lacking the STN7 kinase and consequently unable to perform state transitions showed decreased biomass under changeable light conditions, demonstrating the significance of state transitions at the whole-plant level \[[@BCJ-476-3295C10]\]. In another alternating PSI/PSII light regime the stn7 mutant produced half as much seed as the wild-type, further indicating a benefit to plant fitness \[[@BCJ-476-3295C28]\]. The same mutants produced 19% less seed than their wild-type counterpart in field conditions, showing the significance of state transitions under natural conditions \[[@BCJ-476-3295C29]\]. However, a study of the responses of assimilation to irradiance expected to induce changes between states 1 and 2 showed no alterations in the assimilation of the kind expected to accompany a state transition, despite bearing the same fluorescence signatures associated with state transitions in algae \[[@BCJ-476-3295C15]\]. It has, therefore, been suggested that the apparent beneficial effects of state transitions at the whole-plant level cannot be quantified using gas exchange measurements \[[@BCJ-476-3295C30]\]. The apparent disconnection between responses at the thylakoid level and those of assimilation in relation to state transitions has posed problems for understanding the significance and impact of state transitions. We re-examine the possible relationship between state transitions and photosynthetic efficiency by inducing an extreme photosystem excitation imbalance. We show that, under these extremes, changes at the molecular level that occur during a state transition are correlated with changes in the rate of CO~2~ fixation and quantum yield. This not only partly resolves the puzzle of the lack of an effect of state transitions at the level of assimilation but also offers a new, relatively straightforward way of monitoring state transitions in terms of extent and kinetics.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Plant material and growth environment {#s2a}
-------------------------------------

Tomato seeds (*cv.* Moneymaker) were sown in rockwool blocks (Grodan, Roermond, The Netherlands) and divided equally into two light-tight plastic-lined fabric enclosures (80 cm × 80 cm × 50 cm) in a climate-controlled room (16-h photoperiod, 20°C air temperature, 70% relative humidity). Rockwool blocks were irrigated from below with Hoagland solution via pumps which operated for 15 min once per day. Each enclosure was illuminated with a different light source to provide spectrally distinct growth environments. The light sources used were a plasma lamp (Plasma International, Muhlheim am Main, Germany) and a quartz-halogen lamp assembly comprising four floodlight housings, each fitted with 500 W lamps (Osram, Munich, Germany). The plasma lamp provided a daylight-like spectrum (hereafter referred to as 'SUN') whereas light from the quartz-halogen lamps was diffused with a ground glass diffuser and filtered with a plastic-film filter (type 'cold blue', Lee Filters, Andover, U.K.) to provide a shade-like spectrum (hereafter referred to as 'SHADE', see \[[@BCJ-476-3295C7]\]). [Figure 1](#BCJ-476-3295F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative quantum flux and spectral distribution of each of these light sources together with that of the two narrowband actinic irradiances used for gas exchange measurement (see 'Actinic light' section below). The lighting environments were selected based on their expected influence on photosystem excitation balance; the SUN spectrum over-excites PSII whereas the SHADE spectrum over-excites PSI. The enclosures were impervious to light to ensure no spectral contamination from adjacent enclosures. The intensity of light incident on the apical buds of the seedlings, and subsequently the third leaf once it began to develop, was controlled at 100 µmol m^−2 ^s^−1^ ±5% by measuring the irradiance using a Licor quantum sensor (Li-190, LI-COR, NE, U.S.A.) and adjusting plant height. It was observed that leaves tended to droop and no longer be normal to the direction of the incident irradiance. To ensure that the third leaf received the desired irradiance it was supported normal to the light using wooden stakes from below. Poor germination rates were observed in the shadelight treatment. To remedy this, seeds destined for the shadelight treatment were allowed to germinate in the daylight treatment and transferred to the shadelight treatment once the cotyledons had fully expanded. Figure 1.Spectra of growth and measurement light.Relative quantum flux and spectral distribution of (A; thin solid line) artificial daylight spectrum, (B; dotted line) artificial shade spectrum, (C; left thick line) filtered 480 nm (nominal) irradiance (peak wavelength 478, 10 nm FWHP), and (D; right thick line) 700 nm (nominal) irradiance (peak wavelength 695, 10 nm FWHM). The broadband spectra were used as growth irradiance treatments and the narrowband spectra were applied separately as actinic irradiance during gas exchange measurements.

Fans within the enclosures provided air circulation around the plants and fans mounted in the walls of growth enclosures ventilated the enclosures. The high heat output from the quartz-halogen lamp compared with the plasma lamp had the potential to create large differences in leaf temperature between the treatments. The amount of ventilation for each enclosure was adjusted to ensure that leaf temperature was 22.5 ± 1°C in the growth enclosures.

Gas exchange {#s2b}
------------

A custom two-part gas exchange chamber, similar to that described in \[[@BCJ-476-3295C31]\], was used for gas exchange measurements. The main difference compared with the previous design is a slightly reduced chamber area (3.80 cm^2^). The gas mix used for measurement comprised 400 µmol mol^−1^ CO~2~, 20 mmol mol^−1^ O~2~ (i.e. 2% O~2~), and 18.8 mmol H~2~O with the remainder being N~2~. The gas stream was split into reference and sample streams with the sample stream being sent to the leaf chamber and then to the gas analysis system. The reference stream was analysed by a Li-7000 CO~2~/H~2~O analyser (LI-COR, NE, U.S.A.) operating in absolute mode while the difference between the mole fractions of the absolute and relative gas streams was measured by a Li-7000 CO~2~/H2O analyser operating in differential mode. The differential accuracy of the Li-7000 analysers was compared against a Li-6400 (LI-COR, NE, U.S.A.) by flowing the incoming and exhaust gas over the analysers in the Li-6400 head. The test showed that the differential reading for both analysers and Li-6400 was in agreement to \>0.1%. A flow rate of 250 ml min^−1^ was used for all measurements and was sufficient for CO~2~ depletion rates to remain within ∼10 µmol mol^−1^. The accuracy of the flow was verified by cross-checking it with a newly calibrated flow meter (Bronkhorst, Ruurlo, The Netherlands). Flow rates were within 0.2% for the two flow meters used. The same flow meter used for cross-checking the chamber flow was then placed in series with the exhaust gas to test for the presence of leaks with and without a leaf in the chamber. Tests showed that gas leaks originated from the lower seal due to imperfect seals around leaf veins. A liquid, two part, non-toxic, skin-safe, quick-setting (∼5 min working time) moulding silicone rubber applied between the lower foam rubber chamber seal and the lower leaf surface (Body Double Fast Set, Allentown, PA, U.S.A.) immediately before closing the chamber eliminated all detectable leaks. Each day, before commencing measurements, standard gases comprising 491 ppm CO~2~ (±2 ppm) and N~2~ or pure N~2~ were flowed separately through the analysers to test for calibration drift. Oxygen concentration was then verified using an oxygen analyser (type 570A, Servomex, Crowborough, U.K.). Leaf temperature was monitored using a non-contact temperature sensor (Micro IRt/c, Exergen, Watertown, MA, U.S.A.) directly below the leaf. In a separate test, the accuracy of the temperature sensor was verified using a type K thermocouple appressed to the abaxial surface of the leaf. This type K thermocouple had been shown to measure within 0.1°C of an Omega high accuracy thermistor probe (Omega, Norwalk, CT, U.S.A.). Leaf temperature was maintained at 22.5°C by circulating water from a temperature-controlled water bath through an internal channel in the upper and lower chamber halves.

Actinic light {#s2c}
-------------

Actinic light was chosen to induce state 1 (PSI light, LHCII (largely) connected to PSII) or state 2 (PSII light, some LHCII potentially connected to PSI). Irradiance with a nominal peak wavelength of 480 or 700 nm ([Figure 1](#BCJ-476-3295F1){ref-type="fig"}) was used as PSII and PSI light, respectively. These irradiances were chosen based on prior measurements which showed that, of 15 narrowband wavelengths spread across the PAR spectrum, 480 nm irradiance most strongly excites PSII whereas 700 nm irradiance most strongly excites PSI (while driving photosynthesis sufficiently strongly to avoid the problem of a low signal to noise ratio from the gas analysers). PSII light was produced using an array of 470 nm LEDs (LXZ1-PB01, Lumileds, San Jose, CA, U.S.A.) on a metal-cored PCB in combination with a 480 nm interference filter (10 nm FWHM, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, U.S.A.) and PSI light was produced using a 700 nm LED (LED700-66-60, Roithner Lasertechnik, Vienna, Austria) in combination with a 700 nm interference filter (10 nm FWHM, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, U.S.A.). Each LED was mounted on a heatsink with forced air cooling to avoid the intensity shifts associated with increases in LED junction temperature upon switching. LED-heatsink assemblies and filters were secured on a laboratory-built optical bench which comprised a blower to force air across the filters to minimise increases in filter temperature upon switching and maintain the stability of their optical characteristics. The two actinic light LEDs were coupled to the chamber using a branched fibre-optic bundle with an output diameter of 25 mm. A 15 cm long transparent acrylic 25 mm diameter rod was placed at the output of the fibre to ensure that light distribution at leaf level was homogenous.

Two irradiance sensors were built and used to measure irradiance in the leaf chamber; one was used for routine measurement of irradiance incident on the leaf (sensor 1) and the other (sensor 2) was used for calibration purposes. Sensor 1 was made from a light guide with a diameter of 3 mm, which extended into the leaf chamber above the leaf and into the path of actinic light. This light guide was coupled to an external photodiode (OSD15-5T, Centronic, Croydon, U.K.) whose photocurrent was translated to a voltage by a transimpedance amplifier. Sensor 1 was calibrated *in situ* using sensor 2, a laboratory-built sensor comprising 13 three millimetre diameter photodiodes (TEFD4300, Vishay, Coatesville, PA, U.S.A.) embedded concentrically and evenly across a sensing area identical with that of the cross-sectional measurement area of the chamber. This laboratory-made sensor was calibrated against a calibrated CL500a illuminance spectrophotometer (Konica Minolta, Tokyo, Japan) and a LiCor quantum sensor (Li-188, NE, U.S.A.). The calibration wavelengths used consisted of a 'white' broadband spectrum and 22 narrowband wavelengths in the range 380--740 nm which included the two narrowband spectra (480 and 700 nm) used in this study. The calibration procedure was repeated twice to test for consistency; the readings of sensor 2 for each calibration run were found to be identical. The readings of the Licor quantum sensor were on average 3% higher than those of the spectrophotometer for the narrowband spectral distributions lying within the sensitivity region of the quantum sensor (i.e. PAR region) with an 11% overestimation at 422 nm and a 6% underestimation at 519 nm. The CL500a was used as the calibration reference for the laboratory-made sensor 2 since it is known that the LiCor quantum sensor does not have a flat sensitivity across the PAR spectrum and because the CL500a is spectrally resolved and designed to measure accurately for narrow bands across its range of sensitivity. The CL500a also allowed for calibration of sensor 2 outside of the PAR region which is of importance to this study.

Since the polyacrylamide plastic body of sensor 2 had a significantly higher reflectance than the tomato leaves to be measured, it caused more light to be reflected onto chamber walls and back onto itself; the sensor and the upper part of the leaf chamber formed a cavity resulting in overestimation of irradiance relative to the same system with a leaf in place of the white diffuser of the sensor. This was corrected for each irradiance by comparing the irradiance intensity transmitted by glass fibre surrounded by a punched leaf with that obtained using a polyacrylamide disk in place of the leaf. The 4 mm diameter window of the glass fibre was positioned in the centre of the chamber (at leaf level) and transmitted light to a USB2000 spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics, Duiven, The Netherlands). The percentage differences in irradiance intensity using either the leaf or polyacrylamide disk did not exceed 4% for any of the irradiances and sensor 2 was corrected accordingly for the wavelength-dependent reflection component associated with these irradiance intensity measurements. Sensor 1 was, in turn, calibrated against the corrected sensor 2 and used for routine measurements of irradiance with a leaf *in situ*. Another optical difference between the leaf and sensor 2 was that some light could transmit through the leaf to the lower chamber and, by reflection onto the abaxial side and re-transmission through the leaf, could interact with sensor 1. However, these second-order reflections from the lower chamber were negligible and ignored.

Chlorophyll fluorescence {#s2d}
------------------------

Chlorophyll fluorescence was determined using a laboratory-built modulated system. Fluorescence was excited by the application of a red measuring beam with an intensity of 0.25 µmol m^−2 ^s^−1^, produced using a red LED (660 nm peak emission) which was filtered (660 nm) and modulated at ∼1 kHz (the exact frequency was adjusted to minimise interference from background electrical noise). The excitation beam was coupled to the leaf chamber using a fibre-optic light guide and a hot mirror was attached to the leaf-chamber end of the fibres to remove fibre fluorescence which otherwise results in a slightly lowered dark-adapted Fv/Fm. When required, a saturating light pulse with an intensity of ∼12 000 µmol m^−2 ^s^−1^ was generated using three high power red LEDs (Phlatlite, Sunnnyvale, CA, U.S.A.) controlled by a laboratory-built timer based on a PIC microcontroller (Microchip Technology, Chandler, AZ, U.S.A.). Three fibre-optic light guides, one per LED, delivered the saturating light pulse through three side ports of the leaf chamber. Chlorophyll fluorescence was detected by three GaAsP photodiodes (G1736, Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan) spaced evenly below the leaf. Each photodiode was filtered with an RG-9 filter (3 mm, Schott, Mainz, Germany) to screen them from filtered excitation light and other short-wavelength irradiances. The photocurrent from these fluorescence sensing photodiodes was pre-amplified using transimpedance amplifiers based on OPA627 operational amplifiers (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, U.S.A.). Laboratory-built phase-sensitive detectors further amplified and recovered the fluorescence signals, which were then recorded using a data logger (National Instruments, Austin, TX, U.S.A.) with a 10 Hz low-pass filter on its inputs to further smooth the signals. The maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm) was determined at the start and end of measurements. Minimum fluorescence (Fo) (i.e. that measured in the dark-adapted state) was determined after the leaf had been subjected to at least 20 min of darkness in the leaf chamber and immediately before the measurement of Fm. Light-adapted minimum fluorescence (F′o) was determined by interrupting actinic light and providing a 1 s far-red pulse to oxidise all Q~A~ and so get an accurate F′o. Calculations of Φ~PSII~, F′v/F′m, and NPQ were made according to \[[@BCJ-476-3295C32]\].

Measurement procedure {#s2e}
---------------------

Measurements were taken on third, fully expanded leaves, at ∼30--35 days after sowing. Leaves were placed in the leaf chamber and allowed to dark-adapt for 20 min to determine the rate of dark respiration and Fv/Fm. All leaves used for measurement were healthy with a Fv/Fm \> 0.8. Actinic light was then applied, commencing with PSII light, and then alternating with PSI light at 65-min intervals. Light intensities were carefully chosen to meet three criteria: to be sufficiently high to avoid any non-linearity occurring at very low intensities \[[@BCJ-476-3295C33]\], to be well within the strictly light limiting region, and to ensure that CO~2~ assimilation rates were comparable for PSI and PSII light to avoid any confusion of state transitions (or other changes) with any intensity-dependent effects (such as photosynthetic induction) upon changing from one light source to the other.

To be sure that the PSI and PSII light produced similar assimilation rates, tests were performed on SUN and SHADE leaves in which PSI light was adjusted so that the steady state assimilation rate matched that developed under a reference absorbed PSII light intensity of 40 μmol m^−2 ^s^−1^. The required PSI-light intensities were 55.6 μmol m^−2 ^s^−1^ for SUN leaves and 53.9 μmol m^−2 ^s^−1^ for SHADE leaves. The measurements were divided into two sets. In one set of measurements, the rate of CO~2~ depletion for three replicate leaves was determined with fluorescence measuring beams switched on but actinic light was not interrupted at any point throughout the measurement and saturating pulses were not applied. This had the obvious drawback that only Fs could be determined but ensured that CO~2~ depletion traces were smooth and unaffected by disruptions to stable measurement conditions. A second set of measurements included simultaneous measurements of all basic chlorophyll fluorescence parameters at 0.5, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, and 60 min after switching from one light to the other, except for the PSII light application following dark adaptation where fluorescence measurements were taken at 50 and 60 min. In this latter group of measurements, the responses of the assimilation to PSI or PSII light is less clear because of the superimposed saturating irradiances and interruptions in irradiance.

Leaf light absorption {#s2f}
---------------------

Leaf light absorption for each leaf was taken as the average absorption of three disks which were punched from the area of the leaf that had been in the gas exchange chamber. The leaf absorption apparatus comprised two integrating spheres (50 mm diameter reflectance and transmittance spheres; Avantes, Appeldoorn, The Netherlands), one used for measurement of leaf light transmission and the other for leaf light reflection. These spheres were used in a light-tight enclosure. The leaf disks were clamped into an aluminium holder that fitted securely to each integrating sphere, positioning the disks above the measurement ports. Leaf transmittance and reflectance were measured using a broadband light source comprising two LED sources; one a warm white LED and the other a blue light source consisting of four LEDs that generated peak wavelengths of 380, 400, 420, and 440 nm (Mightex Systems, Toronto, Canada) to provide improved signal to noise ratio in the blue region. These light sources were coupled to a branched glass fibre which was connected to the measuring light inlet port (angled at 8° to the vertical) of the reflectance sphere, or held at 8° to the vertical and the light focused and directed to the middle of the measurement port of the transmittance sphere. Transmission and reflectance measurements, including the transfer of each disk and light source from one sphere to the other, usually took no longer than 2 min. In such a short time period, any chloroplast movement induced by the high intensity broadband measurement light does not interfere to any significant extent on transmission and reflectance measurements. Two spectrometers (USB-4000, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, U.S.A.), one per sphere, analysed the transmitted and reflected light with a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm. Leaf absorption was obtained by subtracting transmittance and reflectance values from 1.0. This provided a static, post-measurement leaf light absorption value. To determine how leaf absorption might have changed during gas exchange measurement, SUN and SHADE leaves were placed over the port of an integrating sphere (LiCor 1800-12, LiCor, Lincoln, NE, U.S.A.) and subjected to the same irradiance regime that was used for gas exchange. Transmission measurements were taken separately and logged at each of the time intervals used for gas exchange, using the same configuration described for post-measurement absorption measurement. Reflectance was estimated using the relationship between transmission and reflectance data from the post-measurement leaf light absorption measurements.

Results {#s3}
=======

Basic characterisation of SUN grown and SHADE grown plants {#s3a}
----------------------------------------------------------

SHADE grown plants were considerably more etiolated than SUN grown plants (Supplementary Figure S1). The chlorophyll *a*/*b* ratio, determined by fitting an 80% acetone extract absorption spectrum to that of known absorption spectra for individual pigments \[[@BCJ-476-3295C34]\], was higher in SUN plants (3.08) than in SHADE plants (2.89) (Supplementary Figure S2).

Gas exchange {#s3b}
------------

Rates of assimilation for SUN and SHADE leaves are shown in [Figure 2](#BCJ-476-3295F2){ref-type="fig"}. When leaves were exposed to PSII light following dark adaptation, assimilation increased until a steady state was reached. Upon switching from PSII light to PSI light, a sharp drop in gas exchange occurred, reaching a local minimum at ∼3 min after the change. The assimilation rate then recovered, increasing over ∼50 min to a steady state similar to that achieved under PSII light. After switching from PSI to PSII light, the assimilation rate once again decreased and subsequently recovered. However, the drop following a change from PSI light to PSII light is considerably deeper than occurs during the PSII light to PSI light alternations and, furthermore, the recovery is faster with steady state being reached after ∼30 min. The spikes in assimilation which occurred upon switching from PSII to PSI light are conspicuous; more detailed analysis of these spikes ([Figure 3](#BCJ-476-3295F3){ref-type="fig"}) reveals a bimodal response of assimilation when switching from PSII light to PSI light; the falling edge of the initial spike is met with a more rounded peak which is generally of lesser magnitude than the spike preceding it. These kinetics occurred within ∼1 min after switching and assimilation subsequently dropped to a local minimum (∼2--3 min after switching) prior to commencement of recovery in assimilation rate. No such kinetics were observed when switching from PSI to PSII light; assimilation dropped sharply to a local minimum within 1 min. Figure 2.Assimilation rates during a PSII/PSI light regime.Rates of assimilation for SUN (red) and SHADE (blue) leaves during a PSII/PSI light regime. Absorbed irradiance was 40 µmol m^−2 ^s^−1^ for each irradiance type. Letters 'A', 'B', and 'C' are references for [Figure 3](#BCJ-476-3295F3){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars shown represent the SEM (*n *= 3). Figure 3.Detailed view of assimilation rates upon light switching.(**A--C**): Detailed view of assimilation rate in SUN (red) and SHADE (blue) leaves during (**A**) switching from PSII to PSI light, (**B**) switching from PSI to PSII light, and (**C**) second switching from PSII to PSI light. Letters correspond with data segments by 'A' and 'B' in [Figure 2](#BCJ-476-3295F2){ref-type="fig"}. Error bars shown represent the SEM (*n *= 3). The set of error bars to the right of the dotted line correspond with local minima after switching.

We chose irradiances for PSI and PSII light that resulted in nearly identical steady state assimilation rates in order to minimise photosynthetic induction as a potential contributing factor to the observed recoveries in assimilation after switching of irradiance. Nonetheless, a switch from PSII light to PSI (or back) could potentially produce local photosynthetic induction kinetics because of the different absorption profiles of the two irradiances within the leaf. When alternating to PSI light from PSII light, for example, the PSI light, which is more weakly absorbed by the leaf, more strongly illuminates deeper cell layers. The latter could produce a photosynthetic induction response in those cells, creating a slow increase in the rate of assimilation that is not associated with a state transition. On the other hand, the alternation from PSI light to PSII light, which is more strongly absorbed by the leaf, would result in upper cell layers absorbing considerably more quanta which could also induce a photosynthetic induction.

To more fully exclude photosynthetic induction as a contributing factor to the observed increases in assimilation after a wavelength change, a leaf was exposed to a sequence of PSII and PSI light at half the intensity, followed by the same intensity, used to obtain the results in [Figure 2](#BCJ-476-3295F2){ref-type="fig"} ([Figure 4](#BCJ-476-3295F4){ref-type="fig"}). The same characteristic induction in assimilation was observed when the leaf was first exposed to PSII or PSI light but upon doubling the irradiance the rate of assimilation increases to a new, stable, rate without any of the kinetics observed following a change in wavelength. The short-lived spikes in assimilation upon the doubling of irradiance intensity were further investigated by examining light intensity upon switching but were found to be physiological in nature and not due to an overshoot in irradiance. Figure 4.Response of assimilation to the doubling of intensity of PSI and PSII light.Rate of assimilation for a SUN leaf initially exposed to PSII light at an absorbed irradiance of ∼20 µmol m^−2 ^s^−1^ followed by the subsequent doubling of intensity. PSII light was followed in the same manner by PSI light.

Although irradiance intensities were intentionally low and consequently thought unlikely to induce chloroplast movement and associated changes to leaf light absorption, it was nonetheless important to exclude this as a contributing factor to the observed recovery in assimilation after a change in the illumination spectrum. Results for light transmission, reflectance, and absorbance obtained *in situ* (i.e. when in the leaf chamber) from intact leaves subjected to PSII, and subsequently PSI, light are shown in [Figure 5](#BCJ-476-3295F5){ref-type="fig"}. Transmission and reflectance in dark-adapted SUN and SHADE leaves increased when exposed to PSII light and subsequently decreased when exposed to PSI light. Calculated leaf light absorption for SUN leaves decreased by 2.2% during exposure to PSII light and increased by 2.1% during subsequent exposure to PSI irradiance. The corresponding changes in leaf light absorption for SHADE leaves were 3.8% and 3.1%. In the absence of any other changes, it is expected that the effect of these changes in leaf absorption would be to decrease assimilation during PSII light exposure as well as to increase assimilation during subsequent exposure to PSI. Φ~CO2~ is a measure of the integrated light-use efficiency of photosynthesis. [Figure 6](#BCJ-476-3295F6){ref-type="fig"} shows Φ~CO2~ using either (A) a single light (broadband 'white' light) absorption of leaf discs measured immediately after the gas exchange measurement i.e. a 'static' absorption value or (B) the light absorption of the leaves calculated throughout the measurement of assimilation based on actual leaf light transmission changes i.e. 'dynamic' absorption values. After correcting Φ~CO2~ for the changes in leaf light absorption there remains a recovery in Φ~CO2~ after exposure of PSII light or PSI light. Owing to the difference in leaf absorption values obtained using either the static or dynamic approaches the quantitative effect of the correction differs between these treatments, but not the existence of the recovery of Φ~CO2~ itself. Figure 5.Leaf light transmission, reflectance and absorptance.Leaf light transmission determined *in situ* on intact SUN (open circles) and SHADE (closed circles) leaves together with estimated reflection (based on transmission) and calculated absorption values. Error bars shown represent the SEM (*n *= 3). Figure 6.Φ~CO2~ traces during a PSII/PSI light regime.Φ~CO2~ calculated for SUN (red) and SHADE (blue) leaves using (**A**) leaf absorption determined from leaf discs directly after gas exchange measurements or (**B**) calculated leaf absorption determined *in situ* on intact leaves during gas exchange measurements. Error bars shown represent the SEM (*n *= 3).

Fluorescence measurements {#s3c}
-------------------------

The fluorescence yield when leaves were transferred from one irradiance to the other ([Figure 7](#BCJ-476-3295F7){ref-type="fig"}) showed distinct kinetics associated with state transitions \[[@BCJ-476-3295C9],[@BCJ-476-3295C13]\]. The application of PSII light following PSI light exposure, when leaves are in state 1, creates a surge in fluorescence yield which is gradually quenched as the transition occurs to state 2. When switching from PSII light to PSI light, in contrast, fluorescence yield falls abruptly and subsequently increases during the transition to state 1. The responses of derived PSII parameters to PSII and PSI light are shown in Figures [8](#BCJ-476-3295F8){ref-type="fig"} (SUN leaves) and [9](#BCJ-476-3295F9){ref-type="fig"} (SHADE leaves), along with the response of Φ~CO2~ for the corresponding leaf type. Values for each fluorescence parameter (closed circles) are scaled and superimposed on the Φ~CO2~ traces to reveal the strong correlations between these data during exposure to either the PSII or PSI light. Figure 7.Fluorescence yield associated with transitions between state 1 and state 2.Segment of fluorescence yield trace obtained with a SUN leaf and bearing classical hallmarks of a state transition. Fluorescence yield changes abruptly upon light switching and subsequent increases or decreases to a new steady state as a state transition proceeds. Figure 8.Responses of selected fluorescence parameters to a PSII/PSI light regime in SUN leaves, superimposed over corresponding scaled Φ~CO2~ responses.Measurements of ΦPSII, q~P~, F′m/Fm, F′o/Fo, F′v/F′m, and NPQ (open circles) for SUN leaves, superimposed on light-limited Φ~CO2~ traces for SUN leaves. Error bars shown represent the SEM (*n *= 3). Figure 9.Responses of selected fluorescence parameters to a PSII/PSI light regime in SHADE leaves, superimposed over corresponding scaled Φ~CO2~ responses.Measurements of ΦPSII, q~P~, F′m/Fm, F′o/Fo, F′v/F′m, and NPQ (open circles) for SHADE leaves, superimposed on light-limited Φ~CO2~ traces for SUN leaves. Error bars shown represent the SEM (*n *= 3).

Switching from PSII light to PSI light produced a prompt increase in Φ~PSII~ in SUN and SHADE leaves to just under 0.8; this increase was greater for the SHADE than for the SUN leaves due to the lower Φ~PSII~ in SHADE grown leaves under PSII light. Following the prompt change of Φ~PSII~ upon switching from PSII to PSI light there was only a slight subsequent slower increase in Φ~PSII~. The changes in Φ~PSII~ produced upon changing from PSII to PSI light did not parallel the changes in Φ~CO2~. The switch from PSI light to PSII light was accompanied by a prompt decrease in Φ~PSII~ to a global minimum in SUN (0.47) and SHADE (0.42) leaves followed by a slower increase to a stable value. The kinetics of the prompt decrease and subsequent slower recovery of Φ~PSII~ paralleled closely the changes in Φ~CO2~ produced by the irradiance changes, implying a close coupling between Φ~CO2~ and Φ~PSII~. The extent of the prompt decrease in Φ~PSII~ was greater for the SHADE grown leaves (46% compared with 38% for SUN leaves) and the subsequent stable value of Φ~PSII~ reached after the slow increase was greater for the SUN grown leaves (∼0.65 compared with ∼0.6 for SHADE leaves).

Φ~PSII~ is the product of F′v/F′m, the quantum efficiency for electron transport by PSII when all reaction centres are open (strictly it is a relative quantum efficiency), and the photochemical efficiency factor, q~P~ \[[@BCJ-476-3295C35]\], which is the factor by which PSII efficiency is decreased as a result of some Q~A~ being reduced and therefore traps being closed. Trap closure increases the trapping time and so increases the probability that the migrating excited state of chlorophyll *a* will be dissipated via a non-photochemical route, such as fluorescence or a non-photochemical quenching mechanism \[[@BCJ-476-3295C36]\]. The changes of q~P~ and F′v/F′m after switching from PSII light to PSI light and back again are therefore relevant to understanding the changes in Φ~PSII~. Qualitatively, the changes in q~P~ are similar to the changes in Φ~PSII~; following a change from PSII light to PSI light q~P~ rises to a value close to one in both SUN and SHADE grown leaves and thereafter remains stable and does not track the changes in Φ~CO2,~ while after the change from PSI light to PSII light q~P~ decreases promptly and then increases slowly in parallel with Φ~CO2~. F′v/F′m in SUN and SHADE grown leaves increases slightly (by ∼0.02) upon changing from PSII light to PSI light, and decreases slightly (by ∼0.02) upon transferring from PSI light to PSII light. In both SUN and SHADE grown leaves after a PSII light to PSI light change the increase in F′v/F′m tracks the increase in Φ~CO2~. Upon switching from PSI light to PSII light F′v/F′m decreases while Φ~CO2~ increases; in SUN grown leaves these corresponding changes are weakly correlated whereas in SHADE grown leaves no correlation exists. The ratio of light-adapted maximum fluorescence to dark-adapted maximum fluorescence (F′m/Fm) increases after a PSII light to PSI light transition by 16% in SUN leaves and 15% in SHADE leaves, indicating corresponding increases in PSII antennae size, and these increases track the increase in Φ~CO2~. Corresponding increases in the minimum fluorescence equivalent (F′o/Fo) were 13% in SUN leaves and 10% in SHADE leaves. F′m/Fm and F′o/Fo decrease after a PSI to PSII light transition and are negatively correlated with the subsequent increase in Φ~CO2~. These decreases in F′m/Fm were 16% for SUN leaves and 14% for SHADE leaves while corresponding decreases in F′o/Fo were 7% for SUN and SHADE leaves. NPQ (Fm/F′m − 1) increases after a PSI to PSII light transition, tracking the increase in Φ~CO2~, and is negatively correlated with increases in Φ~CO2~ following a PSII light to PSI light transition.

The relationship between fluorescence parameters and Φ~CO2~ were examined in further detail by plotting each fluorescence-derived parameter against Φ~CO2~ ([Figure 10](#BCJ-476-3295F10){ref-type="fig"}). In SUN and SHADE leaves subjected to PSI light, the increase in Φ~CO2~ as the transition from state 1 to state 2 proceeded was not accompanied by changes in Φ~PSII~ or q~P~. When these leaf types were exposed to PSII light, however, increases in Φ~CO2~ were accompanied by corresponding increases in Φ~PSII~ and q~P~. In SHADE leaves the PSI-light data points are right-shifted and the PSII light data points are left-shifted compared with SUN leaves. No significant changes in F′v/F′m occurred during either a state 1 to state 2 transition or a state 2 to state 1 transition. Parameters F′o/Fo and F′m/Fm were positively related to Φ~CO2~ under PSII light but negatively related to Φ~CO2~ under PSI light, implying an effect of PSII cross-sectional area on Φ~CO2~. Figure 10.Relationship between selected fluorescence parameters and Φ~CO2~ during exposure of SUN and SHADE leaves to PSI (700 nm) or PSII (480 nm) light.Relationship between Φ~CO2~ and ΦPSII, q~P~, F′v/Fm, and F′o/Fo, F′m/Fm for SUN (open triangles) and SHADE leaves (closed circles) presented with 480 and 700 nm irradiance (*n *= 3).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We present compelling evidence for the first time of a relationship between state transitions and photosynthetic efficiency in a higher plant. State transitions are known to occur in algae, cynaobacteria, and higher plants but until now an accompanying increase in photosynthetic efficiency during a state transition had been observed only in algae and cyanobacteria \[[@BCJ-476-3295C13]--[@BCJ-476-3295C15],[@BCJ-476-3295C19]\]. A relationship between state transitions and photosynthetic efficiency is predicted if the widely held view of state transitions as a short-term energy redistribution mechanism is to be accepted. The absence of such a relationship in higher plants has created difficulty in understanding the functional significance of state transitions in leaves. In the present study, SUN and SHADE leaves were subjected to a sequence of PSI and PSII light known to result in closely matched rates of assimilation at a steady state. Switching between each light type was followed by a drop in assimilation rate and a subsequent increase to a steady state occurring over ∼30 min.

Changes in F′m/Fm and F′o/Fo, which correspond to changes in PSII antennae size expected to occur during a state transition, closely tracked changes in Φ~CO2~ in SUN and SHADE leaves; Φ~CO2~ is a measure of the integrated light-use efficiency of photosynthesis, including PSII and PSI. If F′m/Fm is considered as directly proportional to PSII cross-sectional area \[[@BCJ-476-3295C20]\] then the latter decreased by 16% in SUN leaves and 14% in SHADE leaves during the transition from state 1 to state 2 under PSII light. These figures lie between a reported 11% decrease in PSII antennae size for Arabidopsis \[[@BCJ-476-3295C21]\] and a ∼20% decrease in spinach \[[@BCJ-476-3295C22]\], and the mobile LHC pool size determined in the present study is thus also less than a figure of 20% reported for maize \[[@BCJ-476-3295C37]\]. These decreases in PSII antennae size which we observed (and subsequent increases) represent fully reversible binary states, consistent with the reversible nature of state transitions. Since Φ~CO2~ increases after a switch to PSII light, while PSII antennae size decreases, this raises the question about the docking location of mobile LHCII which detaches from PSII. While this study has not directly resolved this question, it has established that the reorganisation at the molecular level following a switch from PSI to PSII light (state 1 to state 2) partially alleviates a limitation that affects Φ~CO2~ and thus produces an increase in photosynthetic light-use efficiency. Andrews et al. \[[@BCJ-476-3295C15]\] observed small increases in Φ~PSI~ following a switch from PSII to PSI light, implying that the rate of electron turnover through PSI is the limitation. The findings by those authors fits well with the view that PSI is the docking location of mobile LHCII in state 2 \[[@BCJ-476-3295C25],[@BCJ-476-3295C26]\] but conflicting findings exist in the literature (e.g. \[[@BCJ-476-3295C24]\]). In the present study, the increase in Φ~CO2~ with a decrease in PSII antenna size (e.g. a decrease in F′m/Fm) would be consistent with a detachment of LHCII from PSII and its attachment to PSI, resulting in an increase in the combined light-use efficiency for linear electron transport.

State transitions were accompanied by small changes in F′v/F′m which indicate that changes in the efficiency with which an electron was transferred to PSII occurred during state transitions. F′v/F′m increased upon exposure to PSI light when a state 2 to state 1 transition occurred and it decreased (abruptly) under PSII light when a state 1 to state 2 transition occurred. The same pattern was observed in wheat leaves exposed to a similar PSI/PSII light regime \[[@BCJ-476-3295C15]\]. Those authors suggested that changes in non-photochemical quenching, possibly through modification of PSII antennae, as a possible cause for the observed changes in F′v/F′m. Indeed, in the present study, steady state NPQ decreased from ∼0.2 in leaves exposed to PSII light to zero in leaves exposed to PSI light, but such a change would be expected as the result of a decrease in the PSII antenna size occurring as a result of LHCII movement. A possible explanation for the decrease in F′v/F′m following exposure to PSII light is that any attachment of LHCII to PSI would increase the amount of PSI fluorescence. PSI fluorescence contributes to both the Fo or F′o (e.g. \[[@BCJ-476-3295C2]\]) and the Fm or F′m fluorescence yields, but the relative contribution to the Fo and F′o signals is greater (e.g. \[[@BCJ-476-3295C38]\]) so any increase in PSI fluorescence would be expected to decrease F′v/F′m so this change is consistent with a state transition detaching LHCII from PSII followed by its attachment to PSI.

Following exposure to PSII light Φ~CO2~ increases in parallel with Φ~PSII~ and these changes in Φ~PSII~ are largely due to q~P~ as the changes in F′v/F′m were small. The changes in q~P~ are due to the decrease in PSII antenna size (F′m/Fm decreases) and probably the increase in PSI antenna size. Correlation of the flux of electrons through PSII with that of the demand of reductant for CO~2~ fixation can often be done with reference to Φ~PSII~ alone (e.g. \[[@BCJ-476-3295C35],[@BCJ-476-3295C39]\]). In this case, however, the changing antenna size of PSII during exposure to PSII light means that PSII electron transport is not governed by changes only in Φ~PSII~ as this measure includes no direct involvement of antenna size.

We used SUN and SHADE leaves to explore the potential impact of considerably different growth spectra on state transitions. Whereas the SUN leaves were produced under a spectrum which preferentially excites PSII (PSII light), SHADE leaves were produced under a spectrum which preferentially excites PSI (PSI light). The different leaf types displayed the 'memory' of growth spectra with respect to growth irradiance; SHADE leaves utilised the PSI light more efficiently (∼16%) than SUN leaves whereas SUN leaves utilised PSII light only slightly more efficiently (∼3%) than SHADE leaves. The higher chlorophyll *a*/*b* ratio of SUN leaves compared with that of SHADE leaves is indicative of a higher PSI/PSII ratio in SUN leaves (and lower PSI/PSII ratio in SHADE leaves) \[[@BCJ-476-3295C7],[@BCJ-476-3295C40]\] which is consistent with the differences in light-use efficiency with respect to light type observed in the present study. The difference between leaf types in terms of the efficiency of PSI and PSII light utilisation is further illustrated by plotting Φ~CO2~ (*x*-axis) against Φ~PSII~ (*y*-axis); data points for SUN leaves corresponding with PSII light are right-shifted compared with that for SHADE leaves and the opposite is true for the PSI light points. The same 'memory' of growth spectrum has been found to occur in leaves as a result of long-term acclimatory processes that tune photosystem stoichiometry to growth spectrum \[[@BCJ-476-3295C6],[@BCJ-476-3295C7]\]. Clearly, state transitions are capable of mitigating, but not eliminating, losses in Φ~CO2~ arising from imbalanced photosystem excitation; as in cucumber leaves produced under the same artificial sun and shade growth spectra the PSII acceptor side remains strongly reduced in state 2 \[[@BCJ-476-3295C7]\]. This is consistent with the view of state transitions as a 'fine-tuning' energy redistribution mechanism \[[@BCJ-476-3295C41]\]. In terms of the extent of state transition and ΔΦ~CO2~ in the two leaf types, ΔΦ~CO2~ during the transition from state 2 to state 1 was ∼10% and ∼13% during a transition from state 1 to state 2 in both leaf types. The similar changes in ΔΦ~CO2~ are proportional to corresponding changes in antennae size of PSII and suggest that growth history does not affect the size of the mobile LHCII pool or its effect on ΔΦ~CO2~.

The reasons why we observed a recovery in overall photosynthetic light-use efficiency (i.e. Φ~CO2~) upon light switching while Andrews et al. \[[@BCJ-476-3295C15]\] did not cannot be resolved in the present study. However, our fluorescence results bear striking resemblance to those presented in their study in terms of characteristics and extent upon light switching. On the other hand, our results are in agreement with Bonaventura and Myers \[[@BCJ-476-3295C13]\] who observed a recovery in the rate of oxygen evolution which they note had similar kinetics to that of fluorescence yield. In *Chlamydomonas*, a greater proportion of LHCII is mobile than in higher plants, possibly as a result of the lower amount of thylakoid stacking in *Chlamydomonas* compared with higher plants which makes LHCII more accessible for phosphorylation kinases \[[@BCJ-476-3295C42]\]. At least in tomato, we show that changes in assimilation track changes in the fluorescence-derived parameters characteristic of state transitions, which implies that assimilation measurements could be used to measure state transitions in leaves.

Detailed analysis of the spikes in assimilation which occurred upon switching from PSII to PSI light revealed more intricate bimodal assimilation kinetics. To exclude a spike in actinic light intensity or any other spurious in light intensity upon light switching as the cause of these kinetics, a high-speed photodiode light monitoring circuit connected to an oscilloscope was used to probe light intensity upon light switching. It was found that light intensity ramped up (and down) to the desired intensity for PSI and PSII light within a matter of microseconds and no overshoot occurred. The observed kinetics in assimilation are therefore physiological in nature. When switching from PSII light to PSI light the PQ pool is rapidly oxidised and during this very brief period, a greater flux of electrons flows through PSI. This creates a temporarily better balanced flux of electrons through the photosystems which results in a brief spike in assimilation rate. The principle of this mechanism is therefore related to the Emerson enhancement effect \[[@BCJ-476-3295C43],[@BCJ-476-3295C44]\]. The 'residual enhancement effect' which we observed in the present study shows that, under unique conditions, enhancement can be a brief artefact of previous irradiance conditions due to the capacitive nature of the PQH~2~ pool.

The ability to observe state transitions by relatively straightforward gas exchange and fluorescence methods creates a new avenue to explore the link between photosystem organisation and CO~2~ assimilation. Whether this relationship is preserved in a natural, ecophysiological context, remains to be elucidated.
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